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▪ This talk will be recorded. We are not recording
the Q&A session after the talk. 

▪ Participants are muted during the session. 

▪ For questions, please only use the private chat
function and send querstions exclusively to the
„meetexperts“ account.

▪ If you send a message to the general chat, this
message (incl. your name) will be visible to all 
participants. 

▪ Questions will be collected and answered after 
the talk. 
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Speaker

Dr. Katrin Weller
▪ Deputy head of CSS Department at GESIS

▪ Team lead Social Analytics and Services

▪ PhD in information science

▪ Social media research methods, altmetrics

▪ Contact: katrin.weller@gesis.org
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Computational Social Science (CSS)

What is Computational Social Science –

and what can it do for you?
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Computational Social Science (CSS)

What is Computational Social Science –

and what can it do for you?

Let‘s take a first look:
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Digital devices or sensors may better recall certain
facts than human memory. 
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Example: SocioPatterns – RFID sensors 
for measuring face to face interactions
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Example: SocioPatterns – RFID sensors 
for measuring face to face interactions
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Génois, M., Zens, M., Lechner, C., Rammstedt, B., & Strohmaier, M. (2019). Building connections: How 
scientists meet each other during a conference. arXiv:1901.01182 [physics]. http://arxiv.org/abs/1901.01182

http://arxiv.org/abs/1901.01182


And often sensors are already built into everyday
technology, producing Digital Behavioral Data as

a "side product". 
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COVID-19 MOBILITY PROJECT
https://www.covid-19-mobility.org/mobility-monitor/

→

https://www.covid-19-mobility.org/
https://www.covid-19-mobility.org/mobility-monitor/


Digital Behavioral Data
summarizes a variety of potential data sources, 

that record different types of activities. 
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/05/21/how-much-data-do-we-create-every-day-the-mind-blowing-stats-everyone-should-read/#44598c0460ba


Digital behavioral data can help to identify

Attitudes and opinions,

Behavior,

Characteristics

of human users of digital technologies. 
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The "ABC"
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Mining opinions from existing digital 
communication streams can be more timely
than creating a survey. They are a valuable

source, especially during unforeseable events. 
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Sometimes digital behavioral data may
enable looking into topics for which it would

be difficult to recruit study participants
otherwise. 

They are often created without any stimulus
from a researcher.   
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Luhmann, M. (2017). Using Big Data to study subjective well-being. Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences, 18, 
28–33. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cobeha.2017.07.006

Measuring Subjective Wellbeing

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cobeha.2017.07.006
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Robards, B., Lyall, B., & Moran, C. (2020). Confessional data selfies and intimate digital traces. New Media & 
Society, 146144482093403. https://doi.org/10.1177/1461444820934032

Studying online communities
dedicated to intimate data

https://doi.org/10.1177/1461444820934032


So, what is Computational Social Science?
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Computational Social Science
is a research field that

▪ makes use of computational methods

▪ to collect and analyze data, especially large-scale
and digital behavioral data, 

▪ in order to study socially relevant phenomena.
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“We define CSS as the development and 

application of computational methods to 

complex, typically large-scale, human (some-

times simulated) behavioral data.” 

(Lazer et. al. 2020)
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CSS as an evolving field
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Science 28 Aug 2020:

Vol. 369, Issue 6507, pp. 1060-1062

DOI: 10.1126/science.aaz8170



Computational methods may be a way to
collect and analyze data at large scale, from
various countries, over long periods of time. 
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Machine Learning methods are of particular
interest to CSS researchers. Based on existing
training data and the different data features, 

algorithms can „learn“ how to interpret or sort
them into categories – and thus help to detect

meaning in large datasets.
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30

Jean, N., Burke, M., Xie, M., Davis, W. M., Lobell, D. B., & Ermon, S. (2016). Combining satellite imagery and 
machine learning to predict poverty. Science, 353(6301), 790–794. https://doi.org/10.1126/science.aaf7894

Visualizing Poverty

https://doi.org/10.1126/science.aaf7894


Digital Behavioral Data can also be combined
with survey data. 
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Combining Surveys and Web Tracking

32

Stier, S., Breuer, J., Siegers, P., Gummer, T., Bleier, A., “Enemies of the People”: Party cues, populism and 
selective exposure to news – An investigation combining web tracking and survey data, 2019, working paper



Computational models can be developed to test
social science concepts, e.g. with new types of data. 
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Predicting tie strengths
Can we predict loose acquaintances from close
friends based on social media data?
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Gilbert, E., & Karahalios, K. (2009). Predicting tie strength with social media. ACM Conference on Human 
Factors in Computing Systems - CHI '09, 211–220. https://doi.org/10.1145/1518701.1518736

https://doi.org/10.1145/1518701.1518736


Many approaches have been made for different 
types of predictions based on digital behavioral 

data – with varying success. 
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Predictions from Digital Behavioural Data

36

Detecting influenza 
epidemics using search 

engine query data.
Ginsberg et al., 2009

Predicting elections with 
twitter: What 140 

characters reveal about 
political sentiment,

Tumasjan et al., 2010
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Detecting influenza 
epidemics using search 

engine query data.
Ginsberg et al., 2009

Predicting elections with 
twitter: What 140 

characters reveal about 
political sentiment,

Tumasjan et al., 2010

Why the pirate party won 
the german election of 

2009 or the trouble with 
predictions: A response to 

Tumasjan et al. […]”.
Jungherr et al., 2012

The parable of Google Flu: 
traps in big data analysis,

Lazer et al., 2014

Predictions from Digital Behavioral Data



Computational Social Science (CSS)

What is Computational Social Science –

and what can it do for you?
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Computational Social Science

helps to

▪ study genuine digital phenomena

▪ collect and preprocess digital behavioral data

▪ apply new methods to analyze large scale
datasets

CSS should be viewed as a new sub-area for social 
sciences, or as a new "tool box" to complement
traditional social science approaches. 
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Computational Social Science
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Computational Social Science
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Data Quality?
Method Development? 
Evaluation?
Collection Strategies?
Research Ethics?
Legal Constraints?

?



Outlook
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Research with Digital Behavioral Data –
more to come

01.07.2021
Digital traces of human behavior in online platforms – Research 
design and error sources
Fabian Flöck and Indira Sen

08.07.2021
Combining survey data and digital behavioral data 
Sebastian Stier and Johannes Breuer

New Meet the Experts series with talks about CSS methods and data 
coming soon: September – December 2021
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Other options to learn about CSS at GESIS

GESIS Training offers a wide range of seminars, workshops, and other
courses, including

▪ Sep 13- Oct. 1, 2021: Fall Seminar in Computational Social Science

▪ Nov 2-5, 2021: Workshop Introduction to Social Media Research 
Data: Potentials and Pitfalls Katrin Weller and Indira Sen
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https://www.gesis.org/en/gesis-training/home
https://www.gesis.org/en/gesis-training/what-we-offer/fall-seminar-in-computational-social-science


GESIS Consulting

GESIS offers individual consulting  in a number of areas – including survey design & 
methodology, data archiving, digital behavioral data & computational social science 
– and across the research data cycle. Please visit our website www.gesis.org for more 
detailed information.

GESIS consulting is free of charge for researchers who conduct
▪ scientific projects – financed institutionally or by third-party-funds – at universities or 

publicly funded research institutions, or
▪ scientific projects at institutions of the Federal Government or the Länder or other publicly 

funded institutions.

For other projects consulting is subject to a charge and to available resources.

Expert contact: katrin.weller@gesis.org

Please find on the GESIS website consulting contacts for: 
Planning Studies, Accessing Data, Analyzing Data, Archiving Data

http://www.gesis.org/
https://www.gesis.org/en/services/planning-studies-and-collecting-data/project-planning
mailto:katrin.weller@gesis.org
https://www.gesis.org/en/services/processing-and-analyzing-data/consulting
https://www.gesis.org/en/services/finding-and-accessing-data/consulting
https://www.gesis.org/en/services/processing-and-analyzing-data/consulting
https://www.gesis.org/en/services/archiving-and-sharing/consulting


More Services from GESIS

▪ GESIS Survey Guidelines provide short and hands-on explanations to
frequent challenges in survey design and methodology.

▪ Use GESIS data services for finding data for secondary analysis and 
sharing your own data.

▪ Get materials for capacity building in computational social science and 
take advantage of our expanding expertise and resources in digital 
behavioral data.

▪ Check out the GESIS blog "Growing Knowledge in the Social Sciences" for 
topics, methods and discussions from the GESIS cosmos – and beyond.

▪ Keep up with GESIS activities and subscribe to our monthly newsletter.

▪ for publications, tools & services.
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https://www.gesis.org/en/gesis-survey-guidelines/home
https://www.gesis.org/en/services/finding-and-accessing-data/data-archive-service
https://www.gesis.org/en/services/archiving-and-sharing/sharing-data
https://www.gesis.org/en/services/sharing-knowledge/gesis-training-alt/css-capacity-building
https://www.gesis.org/en/institute/digital-behavioral-data
https://blog.gesis.org/
https://www.gesis.org/en/institute/press-and-media/gesis-report


Thank you !



Getting Started: Introductory Material for CSS 

•

•

•

•
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https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-50131-4
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.aaz8170
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.1167742
https://doi.org/10.3389/fdata.2019.00013
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https://doi.org/10.1126/science.346.6213.1063
https://doi.org/10.1057/9781137453662_1
https://ocean.sagepub.com/teaching-materials-for-computational-social-science
https://sicss.io/curriculum

